Exceptional

Behaviours for Learning (BfL): Business & Economics
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Courage

Perseverance

Respect

The degree to which pupils accepts new concepts or ideas

The degree to which pupils show grit and determination towards
their work

The degree to which pupils allow and encourage themselves and
others to learn

Consistently prepared to take on difficult problems and displays
resilience in striving for excellence

Consistently strives for excellence, working to best of ability

Consistently arrives to class fully prepared for lessons with correct
folders/books and calculator

Consistently engages in class discussions and is an active learner
– shows regular evidence of reading around the subject.

Consistently persists with homework and classwork,
including tasks that are found difficult.

Consistently willing to take on a leadership role and supports
the learning of others

Consistently seeks out ways to make improvements

Progressing

Strong

Consistently takes responsibility to seek individual or group
improvement
Often prepared to take on difficult problems and displays
resilience in striving for excellence
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Concern

1

Often strives for excellence, working to best of ability
Often persists with homework and classwork,
including tasks that are found difficult.

Often willing to take on a leadership role and supports the
learning of others

Often seeks out ways to make improvements
Often seeks to extend learning outside of lessons through
looking at relevant news or subject specific websites

Often takes responsibility to seek individual or group
improvement
Sometimes prepared to take on difficult problems and displays
some resilience in striving for excellence

Sometimes strives for excellence, working to best of ability

Sometimes engages in class discussions and is an active learner
– sometimes reading around the subject.

Sometimes persists with homework and classwork,
including tasks that are found difficult.

Sometimes willing to take on a leadership role and supports the
learning of others

Sometimes seeks out ways to make improvements
Sometimes seeks to extend learning outside of lessons through
looking at relevant news or subject specific websites

Rarely strives for excellence

Rarely engages in class discussions, engages or considers the
subject outside of the classroom.

Rarely persists with homework and classwork,
including tasks that are found difficult.

Rarely willing to take on a leadership role and supports the
learning of others

Rarely seeks out ways to make improvements

Rarely takes responsibility to seek individual or group
improvement

Consistently listens and follows instructions appropriately

Consistently seeks to extend learning outside of lessons through
Consistently positive and believes the best of others, listening and
looking at relevant news or subject specific websites
respecting others opinions in debates.

Often engages in class discussions and is an active learner –
often reads around the subject

Sometimes takes responsibility to seek individual or group
improvement
Rarely prepared to take on difficult problems or displays
resilience in striving for excellence

Consistently meets classwork and homework deadlines and is
always punctual to lessons

Rarely seeks to extend learning outside of lessons through
looking at relevant news or subject specific websites

Often arrives to class fully prepared for lessons with correct
folders/books and calculator
Often meets classwork and homework deadlines and is always
punctual to lessons
Often listens and follows instructions appropriately
Often positive and believes the best of others, listening and
respecting others opinions in debates.
Sometimes arrives to class fully prepared for lessons with correct
folders/books and calculator
Sometimes meets classwork and homework deadlines and is
always punctual to lessons
Sometimes listens and follows instructions appropriately
Sometimes positive and believes the best of others, listening and
respecting others opinions in debates.
Rarely arrives to class fully prepared for lessons with correct
folders/books and calculator
Rarely meets classwork and homework deadlines and is always
punctual to lessons
Rarely listens and follows instructions appropriately
Rarely positive and believes the best of others, listening and
respecting others opinions in debates.

